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Nightforce Cleaning Kit includes 
an ultrasoft brush, microfiber 
cloth and cleaning solution. Highly 
recommended to allow proper 
cleaning of high-quality lenses. 

Carrying case is sturdy, 
handsome and rugged. Plenty of 
room for your spotting scope (TS-
80™ or TS-82™) and accessories.

Heavy duty sleeves add protection in the 
field without compromising 

functionality. Easy to install 
and remove.  Available in 
January 2016.

TS-80™ ACCESSORIES
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TS-80
SPOTTING SCOPE

HD
20-60

X

       EASY ON THE EYES.
AND ON THE WALLET.

™



SPOTTING SCOPE

NEW.

TS-80HD
20-60

X

Zoom from 20x 
to 60x with less 
than a half turn of 
the silky-smooth 
magnification ring.

Angled eyepiece for 
maximum comfort.

Large focus ring is extremely precise and 
comfortable to use, even when wearing gloves. It 
focuses from 20 feet to infinity in two turns.

80mm objective lens helps provide superb light 
transmission, especially at dawn and dusk.

Magnesium alloy body is virtually  
indestructible and thermally stable.

The TS-80™ is thoroughly shock 
tested and waterproof.

Foot fits many quick-release  
tripods; also accepts most standard  
mounting plate adapters.

Locking center ring 
allows 360-degree 

rotation of the TS-80™ 
when mounted on tripod. 

There are clearly-felt 
detents at the 45-, 

90- and 180-degree 
positions, and it can be 

locked in place at any 
degree of rotation. 

Integral retractable eyeshade provides 
protection and reduces extraneous light.

Non-slip rubber armor 
provides a sure, quiet 
grip while protecting 
the TS-80™ from 
scratches and dents.

Adjustable eyecup 
accommodates glasses.

The finest European HD glass, fully 
broadband multi-coated, provides 
outstanding color contrast, brilliant 
images and excellent resolution.

Internal roof prism design aids in 
maximum light transmission, as 
opposed to mirrors which absorb 
critical light rays. It also helps 
reduce eye fatigue and extends 
viewing time.

20-60 x (non-removable)
80mm
Fully broadband multi-coated
Magnesium alloy
68
20 feet to infinity
Yes
Yes
Barrel 
Two
Twist-up, removable
Magnesium
Full rubber
Removable eyepiece and  
objective lens covers

20-60x
Eight
Fully broadband multi-coated
4.00–1.33 mm
16.5 mm
40–60 degrees 

Magnification range
Objective diameter

Lens coatings
Main body material

Weight (oz.)
Focus

Waterproof
Nitrogen purged

Focus
Focus rotations, 6 m to ∞

Eyecup
Tripod platform

Armoring
Protective caps

Eyepiece: 
Number of lenses

Coating
Exit pupil

Exit pupil distance
Field of view

20x

60x

Assembled in the USA.

Hot on the heels of our acclaimed TS-82™ Xtreme 
Hi-Def™ spotting scope —hailed by Field & Stream 

magazine as “Best of the Best”  for 2014—comes our 
all-new TS-80™ Hi-Def™ spotter.

We built the TS-80™ Hi-Def™ 20-60x to provide a 
combination of value and performance you simply 
won’t find elsewhere. 

The TS-80™ Hi-Def™ features lenses of premium 
extra-low dispersion (ED) glass to provide bright, crisp 
images. Its superior optical design results in excellent 

light transmission and sharp resolution, even  
at first and last light. Its magnesium alloy body and 
rubber armor coating will stand up to the harshest of 
field conditions.

The TS-80, like all of our spotting scopes, are 
ergonomically designed for maximum comfort, long 
hours of viewing, and quick response…from the sure-
grip rubber knurling to the large, precise adjustments. 

You’ll enjoy optical performance you must see to fully 
appreciate…at a price you’ll appreciate every day.

AFFORDABLE.


